Food4Thought
Trainer’s Pre-session information
Total food and drink waste in the UK is about 15
million tonnes every year and of this households
alone throw away around 7.2 million tonnes, 4.4
million tonnes of this is what we call avoidable – i.e.
food and drink that was perfectly fine to eat if it had
just been managed differently.
The two main reasons why people throw away food
and drink have been found to be:
 We prepare, cook and serve too much.
 We haven’t got round to using it in time.
The average home (approximately 2.4 people) throws
away 270 kg food and drink a year, or 5 kg per
week. That’s like throwing away the equivalent of 5 x
1 kg bags of sugar per week….every week!
UK households are throwing away £12 billion worth
good food and drink each year, costing the average
family with children £680 a year, or around £50 a
month.
It is also an unnecessary waste of energy and natural
resources which went into the production, storage,
preparation, packaging and transportation of that
food. If we could stop throwing good food away,
we could save the equivalent carbon emissions as
taking 1 in 5 cars off UK roads (17 million tonnes).
In addition much of the food we waste still ends
up in landfill where it rots and releases methane, a
damaging greenhouse gas.
Love Food Hate Waste is a national initiative to
try and address this issue. This fun and interactive
training module covers the background and issues
around food waste and the key behaviours to help
reduce food waste ie:
 Planning
 Understanding date labels
 Storage
 Portioning
 Using up Leftovers

More details about the Love
Food Hate Waste initiative can
be found at:
www.lovefoodhatewaste.com

All types of food and drink are thrown away. The
most prominent by weight are (see chart below):

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Session Guide
Time

Equipment

This activity allows some flexibility depending on the time
available, as a guide allow between 30 and 45 minutes,
although it can be shortened by selecting less of the food
items for discussion.

Ideally it may be useful to display the food cards during
group discussion. Blu Tack can be used to display the
cards on the wall or they can be spread out over a table.

Delivery technique
This activity can be undertaken in small groups (where
each group is given a set of cards for discussion), or as a
single group led by the trainer.
The group trainer will need to understand the date
labelling system and know the differences between ‘Use
by’, ‘Best Before’ and ‘Display Until’ dates before starting
the activity.
‘USE BY’: This date relates to food safety. Food can be
eaten up to the end of this date – but not after – even if it
looks and smells fine. To extend the life of food beyond
its date, freeze it the day before the ‘use by’ date, defrost
and use within 24 hours.
The term ‘use by’ is generally used on perishable food,
such as meat, fish and dairy.
‘BEST BEFORE’: This date relates to quality, rather than
safety. Food will be perfectly safe to eat after the ‘best
before’ date but it will gradually deteriorate in quality over
time. The changes in quality may affect the appearance,
texture and flavour of the food.
The term ‘best before’ is generally used on longer life
foods such as tinned and packaged foods.
‘DISPLAY UNTIL’: This date is for the retailers use and is not
relevant to the shopper.
Please note: Once any packaged food has been opened
always follow the guidelines provided on the pack.

Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to raise awareness
of the most appropriate places to store a variety of
common foods. A range of storage options (store
cupboard, fridge and freezer) are provided, as
pictures, along with pictures of common foods.
The idea is to explore the best methods of storage
to prolong the life of the foods. In addition to the
range of storage options, a compost bin/refuse bin
is also provided and can be used if appropriate.

Session Outline:
1. If the participants are working in small groups, divide
and hand-out the cards to each group, along with a
picture of each of the storage options and also the
compost/refuse bin. Allow the groups about 10 to
15 minutes to look at the food cards and select where
best to store the items. The cards should be placed
next to the chosen storage method.
If the participants are working as one group then
select each card in turn and either ask the group
collectively, or ask individual members of the group,
where they would choose to store the food.
2. All of the cards display a date and give information
on what the date refers to, for example ‘Best before’
‘2 days ago’. It is important for participants to take
this information into account when choosing where
best to store the food.
3. Once the groups have finished storing their foods,
bring everyone back together to discuss the choices
they made using the crib sheet for reference. This
information allows participants to discuss the date
labels and their relevance to food storage and also
the storage guidelines which provide tips and ideas
on how to make the most of the food we buy.
4. The session can be extended by talking about the
hints and tips shown in the crib sheet. You could ask
participants if they have any hints and tips of their
own that they wish to share with the group.
5. Close the session by asking everyone for one thing
that they have learnt in the session and also one thing
that they will do differently in storing their food at
home.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Apples

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

Best Before

No days
+/- today
(0)

Storage

Comments
Most fruit and vegetables will stay fresh for
longer stored in a loosely tied plastic bag
in the fridge.

5 days ago

Fridge
Top Tip – Apples can be stewed or pureed
prior to freezing, and can be used in apple
cakes or used in sweet or savoury dishes.
Once opened, store in an airtight container
in the fridge until the Use By date, or cook
and use within two days.

Bacon (raw)

Use By

Tomorrow

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip – If you're not going to eat the
whole pack in one go, portion according to
your needs, and freeze the day before the
Use By date. Defrost in the fridge and use
within 24 hours.
Store bananas out of the fridge as bananas
will actually go black quicker stored in the
fridge.

Bananas

Bought

A week ago

Store cupboard

Top Tip – If you’re not going to get round to
eating all your bananas in time, peel and
freeze to use from frozen in smoothies, or
defrost in a bowl to use in baking.
Once opened, store biscuits in an airtight
container in the store cupboard.

Biscuits

Best Before

2 weeks ago

Store cupboard

Top Tip – Use any biscuits which have gone
a bit soft in desserts, they are perfect for a
cheesecake base. Or you can revive them
in a similar way to stale breakfast cereal
(see below).
Once opened, store cereal in an airtight
container, or remove excess air and secure
the open cereal bag with a food clip.

Breakfast cereal

Opened

2 weeks ago

Store cupboard

Top Tip – Stale cereal can be revived by
laying it out on a large oven tray, and
putting it into a moderate oven for 3-4
minutes. It's important to allow the cereal to
cool completely on the tray before pouring
it back into an airtight container. Slightly
stale cereal could also be used in cakes
and biscuits and crumble toppings.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

No days
+/- today
(0)

Storage

Comments
Bread should ideally be stored in a cool,
dark and dry place like a bread bin or
cupboard, but not in the fridge (except in
extremely hot weather) as this will speed
up the staling process.

Bread

Best Before

Today

Store cupboard

Top Tips - Bread freezes really well, and
you can toast bread straight from the
freezer. Bang the sliced loaf on the work
surface to help loosen the slices prior to
freezing. A whole loaf can be portioned
or sliced prior to freezing to allow you to
defrost the amount you need.
To refresh stale bread rolls, or loaves,
splash generously with water and reheat in
a moderate oven until crisp and golden on
the outside and light in the middle.
Old bread makes great breadcrumbs – you
can freeze them for later use, as savoury
toppings, for thickening sauces, homemade
stuffing or coating fishcakes, etc.
Broccoli will stay fresh for longer stored
dry in a loosely tied plastic bag or in its
original shrink wrap, in the fridge.

Broccoli

Cake

Display Until

Baked /Opened

4 days ago

Yesterday

Fridge

Store cupboard
(unless filled
with cream or
cream cheese)

Top Tip – If your broccoli has gone a bit
soft, revive it by cutting off a thick slice from
the bottom of the stalk, and put the freshly
cut end of the stalk into a glass of water
and leave in the fridge overnight to crisp
up.
Once cooled (if freshly baked at home)
or once the pack's been opened, store
remaining cake in an airtight container.
Top Tip - To freeze cake, either wrap the
whole cake in a double layer of cling film
and foil prior to freezing, or for easier
access, pre-slice the cake and separate
each slice with a piece of greaseproof
paper.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Carrots

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

Bought

No days
+/- today
(0)

5 days ago

Storage

Fridge

Comments
Carrots will remain firm for longer by
wrapping in kitchen paper before putting in
a plastic bag and refrigerating.
Top Tip - If they have turned slightly soft,
peel then 'top & tail' them, and store them
overnight in a bowl of water in the fridge.
Store in original packaging in the fridge.

Celery

Best Before

5 days ago

Fridge

Top Tip - If your celery has gone limp, don’t
throw it out, braise it in some stock or wine,
or add it to stews and casseroles.
Store cheese in the fridge, well wrapped or
in an airtight container once opened.

Cheese (hard cheese)

Chicken fillets (raw)

Chicken carcass

Best Before

Use By

Cooked

2 days ago

Tomorrow

Yesterday

Fridge

Fridge/Freezer

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip – hard cheese can be grated
and frozen. It can be used straight from
frozen for cheese on toast, pasta bakes
and omelettes. Ripe soft cheeses like Brie
and Camembert carry Use By dates, and
can also be frozen if portioned up prior
to freezing. They are often better used for
cooking as they may soften when thawed.
Once opened, store in an airtight container
in the fridge until the Use By date, or cook
and use within two days.
Top Tip – If freezing, slice raw chicken into
strips, as they will defrost quicker and are
prefect for stir-fry’s.
Make delicious chicken stock by removing
any remaining meat, slow boil the carcass
for a few hours in enough water to cover
with a few added chopped onions, celery,
carrots, herbs and black pepper. Skim off
excess fat when cool, then measure into
containers and freeze.
Top Tip – If you don’t have time to make
the stock straight away, or you have
insufficient bones, then they can be frozen
until a more convenient time, or until
you’ve gathered enough. No need to
defrost first.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

No days
+/- today
(0)

Storage

Comments
The plastic film most cucumbers are sold in
will keep the cucumber firm for longer.

Cucumber

Bought

3 days ago

Fridge

Top Tip – For cucumbers without the plastic
film, put the stalk end of a cucumber in a
container of water and stand in the fridge
door. They last much longer like this.
It is recommended that eggs be kept
consistently below 20˚C, which is not
usually possible in most domestic kitchens.
Therefore, the British Egg Industry Council
advises that they be refrigerated.

Eggs

Best Before (eggs
are the exception
to the date label
rule)

7 days time

Fridge

Treat Best Before date on eggs as Use By
dates, however provided they are cooked
thoroughly, they can be eaten a day or two
after their Best Before date.
Top Tip – Raw eggs can be frozen beaten
together whole or separated. Stabilise the
yolk with a pinch of salt or sugar prior to
freezing and label accordingly. Defrost in
the fridge.
Freshly cut herbs can wilt quickly. Ideally
wrap herbs in clean damp kitchen paper,
before wrapping firmly in cling film or
a plastic bag and storing in the fridge.
Alternatively store in an airtight container in
the fridge between layers of kitchen paper.

Fresh herbs

Bought/Picked

2 days ago

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip - Freeze herbs you use regularly
such as mint, parsley, chives and tarragon.
Wash and dry them before freezing whole
stalks in freezer bags, or chopped in ice
cube trays covered with a dash of water.
Once frozen, tip the herb cubes into a
freezer bag, and clearly label them. You
can use these straight from the freezer into
the pan.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

No days
+/- today
(0)

Storage

Comments
Store grapes in their original packaging
in the fridge; serve at room temperature if
preferred.

Grapes

Best Before

4 days ago

Fridge

Top Tip - If you’re unlikely to eat a big
bunch of grapes, wash and freeze some
of them for later. Use frozen grapes to
decorate ice cream, substitute them for ice
cubes in water, blend them into smoothies
or just eat them as they are. They taste like
mini ice lollies!
Lemons stay fresh for longer in the fridge.
Once cut open, wrap well and store in the
fridge.

Lemons

Cut

Yesterday

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip - Freeze slices for later to be used
instead of ice cubes in drinks. Alternatively,
squeeze out the juice and freeze in ice cube
trays. Once frozen, the cubes can be stored
in freezer bags. The empty skins can also be
frozen, and you can zest straight from frozen.
Whole lettuce tends to keep for longer than
bagged salad leaves, however bagged
salad might offer greater variety and
convenience, follow the on-pack storage
instructions.

Lettuce

Best Before

Today

Fridge

Top Tip –To prolong the shelf life of a whole
lettuce, wrap it in damp kitchen paper, and
then either in cling film or a plastic bag and
store in the fridge.
If your lettuce is looking too limp to serve,
soak the leaves in a bowl of cold water with a
peeled, sliced potato overnight, and it will be
as good as new! Just rinse, dry and serve.
Store well wrapped in the fridge for up to
two days, or freeze to eat later.

Mashed potato

Cooked

2 days ago

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip – Freeze the odd little bits of
leftover mashed potato until you have
enough for dishes like potato croquettes,
bubble and squeak or shepherd’s pie.
Defrost prior to use.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

No days
+/- today
(0)

Storage

Comments
To ensure milk stays at its best, keep your
fridge below 5˚C.

Milk

Mushrooms

Use By

Best Before

Today

Yesterday

Fridge/Freezer

Fridge

Top Tip - Freeze milk (fresh or long life)
when you have half-finished bottles or
bought too much. Ideally freeze in small
quantities for convenience. Thaw overnight
in the fridge, shake well before using, and
use within 24 hours.
Punnets of mushrooms may sweat, so line
the punnet tray with kitchen paper, and lay
another sheet of kitchen paper over the
top of the mushrooms, before re-covering
with cling wrap, and store in the fridge. Or
alternatively, if buying loose, store them in
the fridge in the paper bags provided.
Top Tip - Mushrooms freeze well either raw
or cooked. Toss in lemon juice to maintain
better colour prior to freezing, or cook
and freeze in convenient portion sizes –
they will be great on pizzas, in stews and
casseroles.

Nuts

Opened

A week ago

Store
Cupboard/
Fridge

Nuts contain a high percentage of oil
and can become rancid quite quickly,
especially in warm weather. They can
be stored for up to a month at room
temperature but ideally place in an airtight
container and store in the fridge for up to
6 months. Alternatively they can be frozen,
shelled or unshelled and used straight from
the freezer or defrosted first.
Top Tip – Freshen up any stale nuts by
toasting on a baking sheet in a preheated
oven (180˚C/gas mark 4) for 10
minutes or place nuts in a small bowl and
microwave on High for 1 to 1½ minutes.

Onions

Bought

4 days ago

Store
cupboard/
Freezer

Store onions in a cool dark place.
Top Tip - Chopped onions freeze really
well, portion up into polythene bags or
airtight containers before freezing.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Peppers

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

Best Before

No days
+/- today
(0)

Tomorrow

Storage

Fridge

Comments
Peppers stay fresh for longer in a loosely
tied plastic bag stored in the fridge. If
you’re only using part of a pepper, leave
the stem, seeds and membrane intact,
and store well wrapped or in an airtight
container.
Top Tip - If you have a glut, then roast the
peppers and make into a lovely soup or
pasta sauce which can then be frozen.
Keep potatoes in a cool dark place.
Top Tip – Any firm but sprouting potatoes
are perfect after a good peel.

Potatoes

Best Before

3 days ago

Store cupboard

Save time, by preparing roast potatoes in
advance. Parboil them, then open freeze
before placing in a freezer bag. They can
be cooked when needed straight from
frozen.
Dangerous bacteria can grow
on cooked rice; therefore it
must be eaten within 24 hours.

Rice (cooked leftovers)

Cooked

2 days ago

Bin

Leftover cooked rice should be quickly
cooled and stored in the fridge for up to
24 hours, or frozen in portions as soon
as possible after its cooked and cooled.
Defrost in the fridge rather than at room
temperature. Once defrosted, serve cold in
salad, or reheat until piping hot throughout,
and use it up within 24 hours, with no
subsequent re-freezing of any further
leftovers.
Top Tip – Cool leftover rice quickly by
running it under cold running water or put
it into ice water. Alternatively spread it out
thinly to increase the surface area and
disperse the heat quicker.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Root ginger

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

Bought

No days
+/- today
(0)

A week ago

Storage

Store
cupboard/
Freezer

Comments
Wrap the whole root in kitchen paper or
store in a paper bag at room temperature.
It should last for months but will very
gradually dry out and the flavour will
intensify. Eventually it will become easier to
grate rather than cut.
Top Tip – Only cut off what you need and
leave the peel intact on any remaining
parts. Wrap the cut end with foil and this
should still last a couple of weeks. For
longer term storage, first peel the root then
freeze in a polythene bag. It will be even
easier to grate straight from frozen than it
was from fresh.
Once opened keep in the fridge and use
within the time specified on the jar. It’s a
good idea to note the date of opening, by
writing it clearly on the label.

Pesto

Spaghetti Bolognaise

Opened on

Cooked

3 days ago

Yesterday

Fridge/Freezer

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip - Can be frozen in convenient
portions such as in an ice cube tray. Once
frozen, empty the cubes into a freezer bag,
seal and store in the freezer. Can be used
from frozen in recipes as required.
Most leftovers will keep for up to two days
covered or in an airtight container in the
fridge. It can also be frozen in portions as
a ready meal, however, ideally freeze the
sauce separately in an airtight container.
Sauces may thicken during freezing
so add extra liquid if required during
reheating, and make sure that it is piping
hot throughout. Do not reheat food more
than once.
Top Tip - Encourage people to help
themselves from serving dishes on the
table. Any separate leftovers can easily be
refrigerated or frozen for another day.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet
Food Picture

Strawberries

Date label
(or date
purchased /
opened)

Bought

No days
+/- today
(0)

3 days ago

Storage

Fridge/Freezer

Comments
Refrigerate strawberries in their original
packaging, and ideally bring to room
temperature before serving.
Top tip – Strawberries can be stewed or
pureed prior to freezing, and can be used
in smoothies, desserts and sauces.
Store tins and dry foods in the store
cupboard.

Tin of beans

Best Before

A month ago

Store cupboard

Top Tip –Best Before dates are for quality
rather than safety purposes, so tinned foods
will be safe to eat after this date provided
the tin isn't dented in any way. Once
opened, transfer any leftover contents to an
airtight container and refrigerate and use
within 2 days.
Tomatoes stay fresh for longer in the fridge
but will have more flavour if brought to
room temperature before serving.

Tomatoes

Display Until

4 days ago

Fridge

Top Tip – A glut of tomatoes could be cooked
up into your favourite sauce and frozen, or
freeze raw for use in cooking. Remove their
stalks and freeze whole in freezer bags.
They'll be unsuitable for use in salads, but
can be used in place of canned tomatoes in
cooking. Just put the whole frozen tomato
into the pan at the point when you would add
the canned tomatoes.
Put a stopper in (red or white) and keep for
up to 3 days in the fridge. With red wines,
bring to room temperature prior to serving.

Wine (leftover)

Opened

2 days ago

Fridge/Freezer

Top Tip – Leftover liquids such as wine,
gravy and cooking sauces can be frozen to
use later.
Freeze leftover wine in ice cube trays and
store cubes in freezer bags. Add straight
from frozen to dishes such as casseroles for
extra flavour.

STORAGE ACTIVITY
Crib Sheet

Apples

Best Before : 5 days ago

Bananas

Bought : A week ago

Eggs

Onions

Best Before : 7 days time

Bought : 4 days ago

Carrots

Bought: 5 days ago

Tin of beans

Best Before : A month ago

Bread

Cheese (hard cheese)

Best Before : Today

Best Before : 2 days ago

Chicken fillets (raw)

Use By : Tomorrow

Biscuits

Best Before : 2 weeks ago

Rice (cooked leftovers)

Spaghetti Bolognaise

Cooked : 2 days ago

Cooked : Yesterday

Lemons

Cut : Yesterday

Mashed potato

Cooked : 2 days ago

Bacon (raw)

Breakfast cereal

Use By : Tomorrow

Opened : 2 weeks ago

Broccoli

Display Until : 4 days ago

Cake

Baked/Opened : 4 days ago

Celery

Cucumber

Best Before : 5 days ago

Bought : 3 days ago

Fresh herbs

Bought/Picked : 2 days ago

Grapes

Best Before : 4 days ago

Lettuce

Peppers

Best Before : Today

Best Before : Tomorrow

Root ginger

Bought : A week ago

Pesto

Opened : 3 days ago

Strawberries

Wine (leftover)

Bought : 3 days ago

Opened : 2 days ago

Milk

Use By : Today

Mushrooms

Best Before : Yesterday

Nuts

Potatoes

Opened : A week ago

Best Before : 3 days ago

Tomatoes

Display Until : 4 days ago

Blank

Chicken carcass

Cooked : Yesterday

Blank

STORAGE ACTIVITY

Fridge | Freezer | Store Cupboard | Bin or Compost

STORAGE ACTIVITY

Fridge | Freezer | Store Cupboard | Bin or Compost

STORAGE ACTIVITY

Fridge | Freezer | Store Cupboard | Bin or Compost

